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Action plan—a timeline of activities an
organization pursues to achieve its goals,
objectives, and benchmarks.

Active channel width—the distance across a
stream channel at annual high flow. Usually
recognized by slope breaks, high water marks,
and changes in vegetation.

Advanced regeneration—young trees that
become established naturally in a forest before
cutting or planned regeneration begin.

Aggradation—the process of building up a
stream channel as sediment is deposited.

Alevin—newly hatched fish still attached to its
yolk sac.

Algal bloom—excessive growth of algae that
depletes water of oxygen. Usually caused by
excess nutrient inputs to a body of water.

Alluvial outwash deposit—an area where
flooding has deposited sediment. These areas
provide the greatest potential for groundwater
recharge.

Anadromous—fish that spawn in fresh water,
migrate to sea as juveniles, grow to maturity,
and return to their freshwater stream to
reproduce.

Anaerobic—without oxygen. This condition
occurs in soil when water fills all of the pore
spaces, leaving no room for oxygen.

Aquatic area—a stream, its side channels, and
depressions in the flood plain away from the
stream, or the area occupied by surface water.

Aquifer—a subterranean water-bearing layer of
permeable rock, sand, or gravel.

Assessment—an evaluation of present conditions
of a stream, wetland, riparian area, etc.
compared to proposed future conditions.

Autecology—the biology of individual plant
growth and development.

GLOSSARY
Azimuth—a measure of direction based on the

360 degrees of the compass, with north as
360 degrees. Azimuths are read clockwise
from north, so east is 90 degrees, south is
180 degrees, and west is 270 degrees.

Baseline—in the rectangular survey system, an
east-west line.

Baseline assessment—an assessment used to
establish a reference point for measured
conditions in order to compare this baseline
measurement to measurements taken at
different times or locations.

Baseline condition—A condition measured for
comparison to measurements taken at
different times or locations.

Bearing—a measure of direction based on four
90-degree quadrants. Beginning from a north-
south line, bearings are read from north to
either east or west or from south to either east
or west. For example, a bearing of N 45
degrees W is the same as an azimuth of
315 degrees, and a bearing of S 30 degrees E is
the same as an azimuth of 150 degrees.

Bedload sampling—measurements of the weight
and size of sediment moving along a
streambed during different-sized streamflows.

Bedload sediment—sediment that is too heavy
to be constantly suspended and thus rolls and
bounces along the bottom of a stream.

Before-and-after comparison—an assessment
that compares conditions before and after a
specific treatment, enhancement, or
management practice is implemented.

Benchmark—a measure of achievement
(syn. outcome).

Benthic organism—a bottom-dwelling stream
organism found on stones, in mud, or on
vegetation.
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Bioengineering—the use of vegetation and rock
to restore stability to a site (usually stream
banks, eroding hillsides, and eroding road
cuts).

Biogeochemical—water-quality factors such as
sediment, turbidity, temperature, dissolved
oxygen, pH, bacteria, and nutrients.

Biological diversity (biodiversity)—a measure
of the variety of living things in an area.

Braided—a stream channel that forms secondary
or smaller side channels.

Bulk density—the soil’s dry weight per unit
volume, a common measure of soil
compaction.

Cadastral surveys—the most common type of
property survey that creates, restores, marks,
and defines boundaries of parcels of land to
describe individual ownership.

Calibration—the practice of taking sample
measurements and performing calculations to
carefully define the relationship between
similar measurements collected with different
equipment.

Capture technique—a fish survey method that
involves capturing, handling, marking, and
releasing fish.

Carrying capacity—the number of animals a
habitat can support.

Cascade—a fast, turbulent streamflow with many
hydraulic jumps, strong chutes, and eddies.
Usually has a 3.5–10 percent slope.

Catalyst—a person who makes things happen by
his or her energy, integrity, and force of will.

Champion—a person who chooses issues that are
personally meaningful and is willing to do
battle for the collective interests of a group.

Channel erosion—the detachment and
movement of material from a stream channel.

Clearcutting—removal of an entire forest stand
in one cutting.

Codominant—trees with crowns forming the
general level of the forest canopy. These trees
receive full sunlight from above but little from
the sides. The crowns are medium-sized.

Collector—a stream macroinvertebrate that
gathers small particles of organic matter for
food.

Commercial thinning—removal of trees that
can be sold for at least as much as it costs to
remove them in order to improve growth of
residual trees.

Communication protocol—a code of behavior
or conduct that helps an organization run
smoothly.

Community ecology—how the living things that
make up an ecosystem interact with and are
dependent on each other.

Compliance monitoring—monitoring that
assesses whether an activity meets legal or
other administrative requirements.

Confined—a stream channel whose shape is
constrained by resistant bedrock or large
boulders.

Confluence—the point at which one stream joins
another.

Control sample—a sample that contains a
known amount of a material or other
characteristic being evaluated (e.g., a water
sample that is “spiked” with a carefully
measured amount of nitrate) in order to verify
procedures.

Control survey—a survey that serves as a
reference framework for other surveys.

Core habitat—interior habitat large enough to
be far from any edge habitat.

Correlative predictor—a variable whose
presence is a strong indicator that a watershed,
wetland, etc. is performing a specific function.

Corridor—a stretch of habitat that connects
otherwise isolated patches of habitat.
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Cowardin system—a stream classification system
based on water regime such as lake, estuary, or
river, and on structural vegetative
characteristics such as forest or meadow.

Crab—misalignment that occurs when the
camera or airplane is oriented incorrectly
during aerial photography. This misalignment
skews the orientation of the photo from true
north-south or east-west.

Creel census—a survey of existing sport fishery
catches used to measure fish populations.

Crown class—a designation of trees in a forest
with crowns of similar development and
occupying similar positions in the crown
cover. Five crown classes commonly are
recognized: dominant, codominant,
intermediate, overtopped (suppressed), and
wolf trees.

Crown closure—the stage in forest development
when the tops of trees grow closer together
and lower branches die due to lack of light.

Cut and fill construction—a method of road
construction in which some of the excavated
material is used to build up a portion of the
road surface.

Datalogger—a matchbox-size recorder with
temperature sensors for in-stream temperature
measurement.

Debris avalanche—a type of shallow, rapid mass
movement that is most common in steep,
upland areas with thin soils over bedrock.

Debris flow (debris torrent)—a very fluid mass
movement that occurs when a debris
avalanche or slide reaches a stream channel.

Degradation—a process whereby habitat is
worsened and functions are lessened. Also the
process of downcutting of a stream channel
from its floor.

Degraded wetland—a wetland that has been
damaged but still performs some wetland
functions.

Denitrification—the process by which nitrate
nitrogen is changed into gaseous nitrogen,
which then can escape harmlessly into the air.

Disturbance—a natural or human-caused event
(such as fire, insect attack, large wind, timber
harvest, or urban development) that changes
the structure and function of an ecosystem.

Dominant tree—a tree whose crown extends
above the general level of the canopy, so it
receives full sunlight from above and some
from the side.

Drift—misalignment that occurs when the
camera or airplane is oriented incorrectly
during aerial photography. This misalignment
skews the orientation of the photo from true
north-south or east-west.

Duff layer—forest litter and other organic debris
in various stages of decomposition on top of
the mineral soil.

Earthflow—a type of slow mass movement that
occurs in areas of deep, fine-textured soils.
May move only inches per year, and clues of
movement may not be very obvious.

Ecological trap—the excessive vulnerability of
some animals to predators in edge habitats
because of the preference of some predators
to hunt in these areas.

Ecosystem—a group of organisms that interact
among themselves and with their nonliving
environment.

Ecosystem management—coordination of local
land-management activities in order to control
ecological processes at landscape scales.

Ecotone—a boundary zone at the border of two
different plant communities or different-aged
forest stands. Examples are the edge between
riparian habitats and upland sites, or the edge
between a recent clearcut and an adjacent
timber stand (syn. edge habitat).

Effectiveness monitoring—monitoring used to
see whether an activity produces the desired
results or benefits.
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Electrofishing—a method for estimating fish
populations. Fish are stunned by electrical
current, netted before they recover, and
released after species and length data are
collected.

End-haul construction—a road-building method
in which the excavated material is hauled to a
stable location.

Enhancement—techniques that change present
conditions and “speed up” ecosystem
processes to reach desired future conditions.

Ephemeral channel—a stream that flows only
during storms.

Epiphyte—plants such as ferns and mosses that
live in trees high above the forest floor. The
epiphytes benefit from greater sunlight, and
the trees are not harmed.

Eutrophication—a condition of excess dissolved
nutrients in a body of water and a
corresponding deficiency of oxygen.

Evapotranspiration—loss of water to the
atmosphere by the combined effects of
interception, transpiration, and direct
evaporation from ground surfaces and water
bodies.

Even-age—a forest stand where the trees are
close in age and have one canopy level.

Fecal coliform—bacteria that are used as an
indicator of disease-causing bacteria. Large
numbers of fecal coliform bacteria may
indicate a contamination problem.

Felling to lead—the practice of felling trees
toward skid trails.

Fencerow-scale corridor—a narrow row of
appropriate habitat that connects close habitat
patches.

Floodplain—the flat area adjacent to a river or
stream that functions as a natural reservoir
when flow exceeds channel capacity during a
1–2.5 year flow event.

Forest productivity—a site’s ability to maintain
productive plant growth, primarily trees,
regardless of whether they are used for timber,
fish food, habitat, etc.

Former wetland—area that once was wetland,
but now is nonwetland.

Full-bench construction—a road-building
method in which the entire road width is cut
into the slope.

Geodetic surveying—a technique used to
determine relative positions of widely spaced
points, taking into account the size and shape
of the earth.

GIS (Geographic Information System)—use of
vast amounts of geographic information stored
on computers to make maps.

Glide—a stream habitat unit with generally
uniform depth and flow with no surface
turbulence.

Goal—a specific, straightforward statement of
desired outcomes.

GPS (Global Positioning System)—a
constellation of satellites orbiting the earth,
transmitting very precise time and position
data. These satellites send signals to a hand-
held unit on the ground to determine the
user’s exact position on the earth.

Gradient—stream channel slope.

Grazer—a macroinvertebrate that lives by
scraping algae off rocks (syn. scraper).

Groundwater flow—water that flows through
the soil and underground rock crevices (syn.
subsurface flow).

Groundwater recharge area—an area where
aquifers are resupplied with groundwater as
water percolates downward.

Group selection method—timber harvest
method that removes mature timber as small
groups 1/4 to 2 acres in size. Continuous
establishment of reproduction is encouraged,
and an uneven-aged stand is maintained in a
series of many small even-aged stands.
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Habitat fragmentation—the breaking up of
habitat into smaller pieces, usually by human
land-use activities such as urban development,
agriculture, or forestry.

Headwaters—the point where a stream
originates.

High thinning—removal of relatively few
dominant and codominant trees (10–15
percent) to release a large number of
remaining dominant and codominant trees.

Homing—the ability of adult anadromous
salmonids to find their way back from the
ocean to the streams where they were born to
spawn.

Hydraulic conditions—the movement of water
such as in a stream.

Hydric soil—soil that is saturated, flooded, or
ponded long enough during the growing
season to develop anaerobic conditions in the
upper layer.

Hydrodynamics—how water moves through a
watershed. Vertical movements result from
evapotranspiration and precipitation;
unidirectional flows are downslope
movement; and bidirectional flows are tides or
wind-driven fluctuations in bays.

Hydrogeomorphic (HGM) wetland
classification—a system for classifying
wetlands based on three criteria—where a
wetland is positioned in the landscape
(geomorphology), its water source
(precipitation, surface water, or groundwater),
and its hydrodynamics (how water moves
through it).

Hydrograph—a graph of changing streamflow
over time.

Hydrologic cycle—the general pattern of water
movement consisting of precipitation,
interception, overland flow, subsurface flow,
transpiration, and evaporation.

Hydrophyte—any plant growing in water or in
soil that is at least periodically deficient in
oxygen as a result of excess water.
Hydrophytic also can mean plants typically
found in wetland habitats.

Impact monitoring—monitoring that is used to
determine whether a resource use or
management activity has negative or positive
impacts.

Implementation monitoring—monitoring used
to determine whether an activity such as a
watershed enhancement project is being
carried out as planned.

Indicator—a characteristic that can be observed
in the field or gleaned from aerial photos,
wetland or soil maps, and other resource
materials and is used to indicate how well a
wetland, riparian area, etc. is functioning.

Indicator bacteria—bacteria whose high
numbers indicate the presence of harmful
bacteria. The most common indicators are
Escherichia coli (E. coli) and fecal coliform.

Infiltration—the rate at which a given volume of
water can move into the soil surface.

Interception—the action of plant surfaces
catching precipitation that otherwise would
reach the ground.

Intermediate tree—a tree that is shorter than
codominant trees. Usually has a small, often
lopsided crown. The crown extends into the
canopy and receives a little direct light from
above, but none from the sides.

Intermittent channel—a stream that flows only
part of the year.

Landscape ecology—the study of natural
processes at large scales.
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Landscape mosaic-scale corridor—a broad and
long corridor that connects major landscape
features and allows both interior and edge
species to move among areas on a daily,
seasonal, or more permanent basis. Examples
include large strips of forest that connect forest
habitats, riparian habitats along rivers, and
mountain ridges.

Large wood material—wood greater than
6 inches diameter and longer than 10 feet.

Leave tree—a tree left in or just outside a harvest
zone to reseed the area. Also may refer to trees
left after a thinning.

Levee—a natural berm that keeps a stream
within its floodplain or a portion of its
floodplain when the stream flow exceeds
channel capacity.

Limiting factor—a resource whose limited
availability limits how many plants or animals
of a given size and type can grow on a site and
how well they grow.

Live crown ratio—the ratio of a tree’s crown
length relative to the tree’s total height.

Log winching—the process of using a winch and
cable to pull logs to a skidding machine or
tractor that stays on a designated skid trail.

Low thinning—a method of forest thinning that
focuses on removing trees from the lower
crown classes and leaving the better
codominant and dominant trees. Because the
smaller trees are removed, the average
diameter of the remaining trees is greater than
the average diameter of the trees before
thinning.

Macroinvertebrate (“macro”)—an organism
that lacks a backbone and is large enough to
be seen with the naked eye; an important
source of food for fish.

Mass movement—landslides and others types of
downhill movement of large masses of soil and
related material (e.g., rocks and woody debris).
Mass movements can be rapid and dramatic,
or very slow and subtle.

Meridian—a north-south line used in the
rectangular survey system.

Mission—a practical statement of the
responsibility that an organization is willing to
shoulder to attain its vision.

Mitigation banking—restoration (or creation) of
large wetland areas in advance of use as
legally required compensation for wetland
losses created by development activities. As
needed, credits can be sold to permit appli-
cants in lieu of requiring separate wetland
creation, restoration, or enhancement projects.

Monitoring—evaluation of conditions over time.

Mortality—dead trees within a forested stand or
unit. Highly suppressed trees usually die, and
trees of any crown class may die from disease
or insect attack.

National Wetlands Inventory (NWI)—a system
for locating, mapping, and classifying
wetlands throughout the United States. NWI
maps contain information on location in the
watershed, water regime, vegetation class or
subclass, morphology, and sheet versus
channel flow.

Noncapture technique—a method for surveying
fish populations without capturing fish,
e.g., visual spawning counts and snorkel
surveys.

Nonpoint source pollution—pollution that
comes from many diffuse sources that add up
to a water quality problem, or any source of
water pollution not considered “point source”
in the Clean Water Act. Generally results from
land runoff, precipitation, atmospheric
deposition, drainage, seepage, or hydrologic
modification.

Objective—a specific step with measurable
outcomes that a group will take to achieve a
specific goal.

Organizational structure—the pattern of
relationships within a group. Includes
hierarchy (who’s in charge), roles and
responsibilities, and many other factors.
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Overgrazing—grazing so heavy that it impairs
future forage production and causes range
deterioration through damage to plants, soil,
or both.

Overland flow—water from precipitation that
moves over the ground surface (syn. surface
runoff).

Overtopped tree—a tree whose crown is below
the main canopy and receives reduced light
from above or from the sides. Growth is very
slow and the crown is small (syn. suppressed).

Paired watershed comparison—an assessment
that compares conditions such as water quality
or habitat features in two nearby similar
watersheds.

Pathogen—disease-causing organism.

Penetrometer—an instrument that measures the
resistance of soil to probing, which typically
increases when soil is compacted. A spade or
narrow metal rod can serve as a simple
penetrometer for basic assessments.
Specialized devices provide quantitative
measurements.

Percolation—the downward movement of water
through the soil, primarily because of gravity.

Permeability—how much water can be absorbed
by the soil over time.

Phloem—the outer layer of tree tissue that
conducts food from the leaves to the stem and
roots.

Photogrammetric survey—a survey that uses
data obtained by cameras (aerial photos) and
other sensors.

Photosynthesis—the conversion by green plants
of water, sunlight, and carbon dioxide from
the atmosphere into food energy.

Plane survey—a survey method that assumes the
earth is a flat horizontal surface (a plane).

Point source pollution—pollution from easily
identified sources such as factories or sewage
plants.

Pool—a stream habitat unit with a water surface
slope of less than 0.5 percent.

Population ecology—the role of disturbance
and change in forest development.

Population size—how many individuals of a
species are present in an area.

Porosity—the various sizes and total volume of
spaces in the soil. Highly porous soil allows
water to infiltrate quickly.

Precipitation—water from the atmosphere that
reaches plants, the ground, or water bodies.
Depending on local weather conditions,
precipitation may be deposited in many forms,
including rain, snow, sleet, hail, and
condensation (dew, frost, etc.).

Precommercial thinning—removal of some
trees in a young stand to reduce competition
for water and nutrients and to accelerate
commercial growth of remaining trees. Trees
thinned from these stands have no commercial
value as logs.

Principal point—the center of an aerial photo.
Images are displaced as they move away from
the principal point.

Property survey—a survey that establishes
property corners, lines, and areas of parcels.

Proposed condition—the desired condition of
an area that maximizes its potential. Proposed
future conditions must be within the area’s
potential or capacity for vegetation quantity
and types.

Quarter corner—in the rectangular survey
system, the midpoint on each of the lines
forming the boundaries of a section. Sections
can be divided into quarters and halves by
connecting these points.

Rainfall simulator—an instrument that
measures soil infiltration by adding a
measured amount of water to the soil surface
in drop form to resemble rain.
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Random sampling—randomly identifying plots
for sampling through use of a method such as
a random number table.

Rapid—a stream habitat unit with swift, turbulent
flow that includes chutes and some hydraulic
jumps swirling around boulders. Usually has a
2–4 percent slope.

Reach—a segment of a stream between
tributaries or between two points marked by a
change in valley and channel form, vegetation,
land use, or ownership. Reaches vary in length
from approximately 1,500 feet to 5 miles.

Redd—a nest of gravel where fish lay their eggs.

Reference condition—a condition for a given
area that would be expected to provide
maximum potential benefits to fish, wildlife,
water quality, and landowners.

Reference site—an area with climate, land
forms, stream gradients, soils, and potential
vegetation that is similar to an area being
assessed and that is providing maximum
potential benefits to fish, wildlife, water
quality, and landowners.

Reforestation—the act of encouraging tree
growth on lands that currently have no trees
or have too few trees to fully occupy the site.

Refugia—an area of cool water surrounded by
warm water.

Regional-scale corridor—a habitat corridor that
connects nature reserves in regional networks.

Release—the practice of freeing understory or
midsize conifers to grow by removing
competing vegetation such as alder.

Replicate comparison—an assessment that
compares various locations to see whether any
effects due to management occur in a
consistent pattern.

Retention capacity—the ability of a stream to
retain food resources.

Return interval—the average number of years
between events of a specific magnitude, for
example a peak streamflow of a certain level.

Riffle—a stream habitat unit with fast, turbulent,
shallow flow over submerged or partially
submerged gravel and cobble and usually an
0.5–2.0 percent slope.

Ring infiltrometer—an open metal ring that is
partially inserted into the surface soil to
measure soil infiltration. An observer then
adds a measured amount of water and notes
how long it takes the water to drain.

Riparian area—a zone adjacent to water where
the soil is wet, for example, around springs,
ponds, and streams.

Riprap—stones or other energy-absorbing
material used to stabilize a road bank, stream
bank, or stream channel.

River continuum concept—the typical pattern
of primary food sources that occurs as a
stream travels from its source to its mouth.
Forests located at the source and along the
banks have less influence as the stream gets
larger. With less input from the riparian
habitat, the energy base relies more on algae
produced where the canopy is more open and
on processed materials delivered by mid-river
tributaries.

Rotation—the period of years required to
establish and grow a timber crop to a specified
condition of maturity, when it may be
harvested and a new tree crop started.

Rotation grazing—a system of moving animals
among pastures.

Salmonid—the group name for salmon, trout,
and char.

Sapwood—light-colored wood that appears on
the outer portion of a cross section of a tree.
Composed of dead cells, it serves to conduct
water and minerals to the crown (syn. xylem).

Scalp—to physically remove the sod or surface
layer of debris to expose mineral soil for tree
planting.

Scarify—to disturb the forest floor and topsoil in
preparation for natural regeneration or direct
seeding or planting.
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Scavenger—a stream macroinvertebrate that
feeds on salmon carcasses and other decaying
material.

Scraper—a stream macroinvertebrate that lives
by scraping algae off rocks (syn. grazer).

Seasonal sampling—assessments of water
quality during specific seasons. For example, if
you’re concerned about water quality during
low flow in western Oregon, you would collect
samples only during the summer or early fall.

Section—in the rectangular survey system, an
area of approximately 1 mile square
(640 acres). There normally are 36 sections in
a township.

Seed-tree regeneration—removal of all the
mature timber in a stand in one cutting, except
for a few seed trees left singly or in small
groups to provide forest regeneration by seed
dispersal.

Seining—a fish survey technique in which large
nets are used to catch fish, which then are
measured, identified, and released.

Self-thinning stage—a stage of forest
development when the smallest (suppressed)
trees die. The larger trees continue to grow at
a similar or improved rate.

Shade tolerance—the capacity of a tree or plant
species to develop and grow in the shade of
and in competition with other trees or plants.

Shelterwood regeneration—removal of the
mature timber in a stand in a series of cuttings
over a relatively short period of time. The goal
is to establish another even-aged forest under
the shelter of 10–30 seed trees per acre. These
shelter trees usually are removed within
5–10 years to release the regeneration.

Shredder—a macroinvertebrate that exists by
shredding leaves into small pieces for food.

Silviculture—management of forests to guide the
establishment, composition, and growth of
forest trees to meet management objectives.

Single tree selection harvesting—removal of
scattered individual mature trees at relatively
short intervals. This process can be repeated
indefinitely. New trees periodically establish,
and an uneven-aged stand is maintained.

Sinuosity—measurement of the winding or
snakelike pattern of a stream. Measured by
stream length divided by valley length.

Skid road—a pathway over which logs are
skidded (syn. skid trail).

Skidding—the process of dragging logs from the
woods to a landing.

Slash—tree debris left after harvest.

Slash treatment—piling or burning slash to
prepare a harvested site for tree planting.

Slide—a type of shallow, rapid mass earth
movement that is most common in steep,
upland areas with thin soils over bedrock.

Slump—a type of large, slow mass earth
movement that is most common in areas of
deep, fine-textured soils. May move only
inches per year, and clues of movement may
not be very obvious (e.g., leaning trees or soil
cracks).

Smolt—a 1- to 3-year old anadromous salmonid
that is ready to migrate to the sea.

Snag—a standing, dead tree or a standing section
of the stem of a tree broken off at the height of
20 feet or more.

Species diversity—the number of species
present in an area.

Sponsor—a person who provides direct support
to a group by advocating, promoting,
assisting, and furthering the goals of the group
in many ways.

Step—an abrupt, discrete break in stream
channel gradient, usually shorter than the
channel width.

Stereoscope—a tool used with overlapping
photos to see three-dimensional images on
aerial photos.
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Stomata—cells usually on the underside of a leaf
that open each day to let in carbon dioxide for
photosynthesis. When stomata are open, water
evaporates from the leaf. When water is in
short supply, the stomata close and
photosynthesis stops.

Storm event monitoring—collection of samples
during and immediately after a rainfall or
snowmelt event.

Strategic alternative—a long-term, basin-wide
action. Strategic alternatives usually cover a
5–10 year time horizon and identify projects
that could accomplish management goals and
objectives.

Stratified sampling—grouping of sample plots
in areas with similar conditions (e.g., soil type,
slope, cover, or habitat type).

Stream geometry—the “shape” of a stream,
including factors such as width, depth,
gradient, and sinuosity.

Stream order—a way of classifying streams. The
most common stream order classification
system is to call the initial channel where a
small stream first appears a first-order stream,
and then to increase the order with each
successive downstream junction with a stream
of equal order.

Stream productivity—how much food is
generated at all levels of the food chain from
initial energy inputs into a stream.

Structural diversity—the vertical and horizontal
features of a landscape. For example, the
different vegetation layers in a forest provide
vertical structural diversity.

Subsurface flow—water that flows through the
soil and underground rock crevices
(syn. groundwater flow).

Subunit pool—an alcove, backwater, or isolated
pool that usually isn’t as long as the full
channel width.

Succession—the stages of forest development,
usually beginning with grasses and progressing
to shrubs, seedling trees, mature trees, and
finally old growth.

Suppressed—a tree whose crown is below the
main canopy. Receives no direct light from
above or from the sides. Growth is very slow
and the crown is small (syn. overtopped).

Surface erosion—the movement of individual
soil particles, usually by water flowing over
exposed soil surfaces.

Surface runoff—water from precipitation that
moves over the ground surface (syn. overland
flow).

Survey plat—a graphic representation drawn to
scale that depicts the actual survey as
described in the official field notes. The plat
illustrates lot sizes and locations; bearings and
distances; and corners, courses, and distances
of surveyed lines.

Suspended sediment—sediments that are
carried in the water. Usually fine sediments
such as clays, silts, and fine sands.

Systematic sampling—a method of sampling
that is based on consistent, fixed distances
between sample points.

Tactical alternative—a short-term, local action.
Tactical planning is best conducted on a
project-by-project basis.

Terrace—a landform that is an abandoned
floodplain.

Test sample—a sample that is used to check
handling and analytical procedures.

Thermal cover—any object (vegetation, rocks,
etc.) that protects wildlife from extreme
temperatures.

Topographic map—a map that shows relief
features, hydrology, roads, and some other
human-made structures.

Total suspended sediment—a measure of how
much sediment a stream is carrying above the
bed (not rolling along the bed).
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Transect—a line established in the field along
which measurements are taken.

Transpiration—the uptake of soil water by plants
and its evaporation to the atmosphere through
leaves and other plant surfaces.

Transport vector—how water is transported.
Precipitation is transported from the
atmosphere, lateral flows are transported by
surface or near-surface flows, and groundwater
is transported by subsurface flow.

Trend monitoring—an assessment method
that repeats measurements over time
and compares them to a baseline
measurement to see whether a pattern
emerges (e.g., increasing, decreasing, or a
cycle).

Turbidimeter—an instrument that measures the
amount of light absorbed by a water sample
compared to clean water.

Turbidity—the degree to which light is blocked
in water.

Understory-release stage—a stage in forest
development when the larger trees start to fall
down due to wind, old age, and illness.
Natural gaps and openings develop, allowing
light to reach the forest floor. Shade-tolerant
understory plants and trees start to grow in
these gaps.

Uneven-age—a forest stand in which there are
considerable differences in the age of the trees
and in which three or more age classes are
represented.

Upstream vs. downstream comparison—an
assessment method that compares
measurements taken from stream locations
immediately upstream and downstream of a
stream reach where a particular management
or enhancement practice is used.

Validation monitoring—a measurement that is
designed to see whether a mathematical
model or other prediction tool provides
accurate results or should be improved or
used differently.

Vented ford crossing—a combination of a small
culvert (i.e., capacity for moderate storm
flows) with heavily armored fill at or near the
crossing to handle overflows during very
heavy storms.

Vexar tube—a rigid, plastic-net tube made from
Vexar (a trademark of the DuPont
Corporation). Used to protect tree seedlings
from animal damage.

Vision—an expression of the ideal future, what
life would be like in the best of all possible
worlds.

Water bar—a V-shaped trench cut into the
surface of a road that collects water and
channels it off the road surface to avoid
erosion.

Water gap—a gap in a fence that allows livestock
to have minimal access to a stream.

Water quality limited list (303(d) list)—a
DEQ-developed list of streams in Oregon that
do not meet applicable water-quality
standards. The list specifies which measured
factors cause the stream to be limited.

Water table—a layer of saturated soil.

Weir—an enclosure set in a stream to capture
fish.

Wetland compensatory mitigation—the legally
required creation, restoration, or enhancement
of wetlands to compensate for wetland losses
created by development activities.

Wetland creation—the construction of a wetland
at a site where no wetland has existed in the
past 100–200 years.

Wetland enhancement—the alteration,
maintenance, or management of existing
wetlands for long-term improvement of
particular functions or services.

Wetland functional assessment—an evaluation
of the functions a wetland performs or could
perform and how well it is performing them.
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Wetland restoration—the return of a former or
degraded wetland to a close approximation of
a previous higher functioning state.

Wildlife monitoring protocol—a detailed plan
to assess the current condition of a specific
population of a wildlife species.

Wolf tree—a tree that develops and grows in the
open. Wolf trees have full crowns on all sides,
with branches well below the canopy level.
These trees are vigorous, but are poor timber
trees because of large branches. They make
excellent wildlife trees.

Xylem—light-colored wood that appears on the
outer portion of a cross section of a tree.
Composed of dead cells, it serves to
conduct water and minerals to the crown
(syn. sapwood).

Zone of influence—the many land-based factors
that influence in-stream processes, including
the plants that hang over the stream as well as
trees growing farther away that might shade or
fall into the stream.

Acronyms
4SOS For the Sake of the Salmon
BLM U.S. Bureau of Land Management
BPJ Best Professional Judgement
CSRI Coastal Salmon Restoration Initiative
DEQ Oregon Department of Environmental

Quality
DLCD Oregon Department of Land

Conservation and Development
DSL Oregon Division of State Lands
EPA U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
ESA Endangered Species Act
ESIC USGS regional Earth Science

Information Center
GIS Geographic Information System
GPS Geographic Positioning System
HGM Hydrogeomorphic
LWM Large woody material
NMFS National Marine Fisheries Service
NPS National Park Service
NRCS Natural Resources Conservation Service
NWI National Wetlands Inventory
OCMP Oregon Coastal Management Program
ODA Oregon Department of Agriculture
ODF Oregon Department of Forestry
ODFW Oregon Department of Fish and

Wildlife
OFRI Oregon Forest Resources Institute
OFWAM Oregon Freshwater Wetland Assessment

Method

OWEB Oregon Watershed Enhancement Board
OWRD Oregon Water Resources Department
PFC Proper Functioning Condition
PRC Pacific Rivers Council
PSWA Puget Sound Watershed Approach
STEP Salmon and Trout Enhancement

Program
SWCD Soil and Water Conservation District
USDI U.S. Department of the Interior
USFS U.S. Forest Service
USFWS U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
USGS U.S. Geological Survey Department
WCM Wetland Compensatory Mitigation
WET Wetland Evaluation Technique
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